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4/22/90
Hatonn present in the Light
of Radiance. Good morning
on this day dedicated to the
greening of your planet.
Mankind can clean of his nest
if he but continues to grow in
awareness. As man begins to
give back unto that wondrous
birthplace, She will return
into abundance for nature
heals without emotional restraint.
ENERGY
‘The great display of the billowing poison and sulfuric
acid clouds spewing from the
i, power
production
plants
+&Q&y&&q&&&s1play of the horrendous problems of nuclear plants and
toxic storage, as well as the
lessening water flows for your
hydroelectric facilities preI sents a most formidable plight
unto mankind. What alternatives might you have in the
production of electricity?
What can you do with the
emissions of automobiles that
you can clean your nesting
place and still have mobility?
It is far more simple than you
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might realize. You work under the assumption that you
must invent a “wheel” of some
sort to have the technology-It is all inand into service--just
by you, the populace.
must look beyond and
into the actual factual proband persons who keep
wondrous things from
There is technology available
on your Earth which could
place new worlds into space
for the relocation of the
masses and, in the least, grow
food for the continuation of
life until perfection could be
brought forth upon these
v--

: star systems. If man cannot
look into his perceived
“future” and come again in to
harmony with God, he shall
simply march his already,
projected path to destruction
,upon your little orb. You are
iprisoners upon your isolated
placement for the technology
for traversing star systems has
, been denied you.
‘While the conspirators and
treasonists of your planet
qhave utilized technology suffito find relocation
cient
placement during temporary
recovery of Earth, they have
denied you the knowledge of
the existence of these things.

You-be
llad thee
of
production of “free” energy
A LITTLE NEWS ITEM
, since prior to Nikola Tesla’s
death of physical being. You
In Pleiades alone, are large ’ have had technology for earth
populations of Earth humans
buildings since the hogan was
who were relocated at prior
first utilized and you have not
time periods for extension of used of it.
experience and growth. In a
way we are the elder brothers
You have, destroyed your
who come now to offer assis- planet in every imaginable
tance and we shall do so manner--you as a species have
openly as soon as you can
raped, pillaged and plundered
clean up your aggressive hosuntil you have destroyed of
tility for hostile energies will your own birthplace.
not be relocated to innocent
1
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Instead of ceasing behavior
that
overpopulates
your
planet, you preach “safe sex”
in your third grade classes or
moreover, tout intercourse as
the thing to do in all instances. Do you realize that
you now have some 6 billion
people on your planet (your
estimates are indeed low) and
you are doubling that population figure every 12 years.
That means that by 2002 you
will have over 12 billion people.
You have devastated
your atmosphere and ruined
your growing fields---how
does your future look to
you???
Dear -friends--look at the
other planets in your solar
system and see that which is
human survival on those
places. Human cannot survive on those places as in the
garden setting of Earth. You
are a long line of planet destroyers. We who come now
represent remnants of prior
human annihilations. Can you
not come into realization that
God would not leave you to
such fate without sending
guidance and solutions for
Most of the
in your system were as
yours, with rivers and fields
were destroyed--fiatmospheric holocaust and heavens of fire.
Can you change your course?
Of course--IF YOU WANT
TO! But you shall not find it
an easy path for, with the
afflictions upon you already,
there will be a transition of
some two/thirds of your populations. But before they go,
there will be further devasta-

tions of your growing seasons
s man and nature continue to
tamper with the seasons and
water supplies. You will have
created the sequence of
events which must now be
played out in the reality.
Therefore, even if the healing
is brought about, which it
most certainly can be, there
will be great, great loss of life
of physical beings and need
for pockets of places for survival in good health. A sick
people, cannot-~till the fields
and build and even repopulate. It is the cycle of dying
and renewal--I know of no
easy way in which to tell you
these things. Hopeless? Oh
no, it is total hope for if
change and unification does
not come about, all will be
lost. You who awaken and
hear and move through the
trying times will grow in
abundance and beauty beyond your imagination. Nature, herself, will bring of herself back into balance with or
without you for she, too, is a
creation
living, breathing
within The Creation and as
such, is just as important as
any or all of you humans.

1

_HoW CAN YOU DO IT?
You do it by opening your
minds and hearing truth,
seeing truth and then acting in
truth by coming back into the
balance of the Laws of God
and The Creation. You will
have to stop the lustful,
behaviors,
carnal
greedy
teach your children truth and
discipline of actions and intent and learn the truth of
how it is NOW. You must
know the details of the evil
2

conspiracy and then you must
stand firm in rising above
them who would destroy you.
You will do that through
knowledge and the use of
your God given rights and
powers and the tags and rags
of what is remaining of your
Constitution. You will stand
together as an unbending
God power and demand your
God-given freedom and removal of the evil slave-masters.
Yes, the poison has seeped
into the very joints of your
body of civilization. The evil
has consumed all but a tiny
remnant--but you have all you
need if you will but use of it.
This is our thrust at present.
You are not even convinced
of our presence--how can you
trust us when we say you are
God-power in manifestation?
You can’t--but if we tell you
truth and you find it all to be
confirmed and re-confirmed
as being so--you will trust us
and believe us when we tell
you of your capabilities. We
are but your brethren but we
KNOW of our oneness with
God and Creation and we can
cause you to remember your
truth of being--no more and
no less. When the mass of
man realizes his power, the
show will almost instantly
change. As a matter of fact, if
the blood flow of money were
cut off, the conspiracy would
begin to crumble instantly--instantly. But you have been
convinced you must support
the octopi of the slave-masters.
The major question
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arising

from groups in dispute over
taxes, for instance, shout out,
“But who would support the
government
if everybody
stopped paying taxes?” and
“Well, just we little people
pay our taxes, the huge
corporations
and
money
holders get all those write-offs
and don’t pay their share!”
Ah, do you not see you have
answered your own objection!
You are controlled and if you
refused to transfuse these
leeches with your blood resources--they would die of
starvation! ’ But you ‘have
been brain-washed and called
“cheaters”, ad nauseam.

time, chelas--one step at a
time. First we crawl (but ones
have crawled before you and
can assist you), then one step
by step and then jog and then
run and the race is won. But
first must be truth--integrated
so you can see it in a lump
and go unto your libraries and
confirm our messages and
then there is no army which
, can stand against us--for when

/ ~2e~r21Z~~&Z$lnZZZl
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1 form beside you and E
KNOW OUR
POWERS.
I’VEHAVE TECHNOLOGY
I’ WHICH WILL INSTANTLY
HALT THE CONSPIRA1TORS AND THEY KNOW
Can you not look it up for IIT, THAT IS WHY YOU
yourselves? For this is just an I ARE TAUGHT FEAR OF
US FOR THEY KNOW
example--taxation, as handled
I
in your country, is 100 percent , ONCE YOU HAVE ASKED
(100%) unlawful by ConstituUS IN TO SERVE GOD
BESIDE
tional Law!!!!! Does anyone
YOU---EVIL
IS
hear me? It is unlawful by i THROUGH!
your own Constitution! The
conspirator slave-masters are
BUT WHEN2
diligently, and as quietly as
Ah, the hard part coming up.
possible,
rewriting
your
First you begin by acceptance
Constitution so that you do
of truth and recognition of we
nothing until you are conwho are sent to help. Then
vinced what they ‘TELL” you
is truth and they make big un- you must change of your
perceptions and some will
lawful fines and incarcera*
-.-- tions to prove thelie unto
nevergive up the ways of the
world, so you will have some
you!
real emotional hurdles to surThe Justice system has been
mount.
raped and is your enemy-Greed, Power and Lust are
completely controlled
and
operated by the conspiracy-your devouring “termites” in
but public attention still caryour dwelling foundations.
You are physical beings and
ries great force because Satan
you have been brain-washed
is a worker in the dark, secret
and underground routes. He
into believing all wondrous
never confronts--he always things come from achieveshoots in the back! Yes, the
ment of fleshly pleasure,
job is conceptually overmoney and power and control
whelming.
of the largest numbers of othOne step at a
3

“Love” has
ers possible.
nothing to do with it--sex is
used for ALL THE WRONG
REASONS--ALL.
It is the
downfall of mankind. It is
used for control, power, lust,
abuse, excitement, coercion,
mistaken breeding of innocent offspring which are usually murdered at the very
hands of the ones creating
them--and on and on and on.
I repeat that which I have said
over and over--homosexual
“LOVE”
is
blessed--homosexual
sexual
“BEHAVIOR” is abhorrent as
is the misuse of sex between
any persons on any occasion
what-so-ever.
Allow me to point out something which you might check
out from a pair of homosexual
males, as a for instance. Let
us say that homosexual activities of physical experience has
now given AIDS unto both
partners but one is much
more ill than the other. The
body is physically drained of
energy and I guarantee you
that with that drain of physical energy--sex becomes the
last desired thing, especially
sex of the typical nature of fun
and- games.
DOES THIS
RELAMEAN
THE
TIONSHIP
OF
TRUE
LOVE IS GONE?
OF
COURSE NOT--YOU WILL
NOW HAVE FRIENDS IN
TRUTH AND LOVE IN
TRUE GIVING AND FULFILLMENT
RESULTING.
THESE ONES WILL HAVE
BECOME
UNITED
IN
PURPOSE
AND
THE
EMOTIONAL
BONDS
REACH BEYOND ANYTHING HUMANLY PHYSI-
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CAL.
HOW SAD THAT
TRUTH MUST COME TOO
LATE! THE LIE LED YOU
TO DESTRUCTION AND
TOO LATE TRUTH PRONOUNCED
ITSELF
IN
-NT
AS
A
SOUL EXPERIENCE
OF
LOVE
UNMEASURED.

EGO POWER--m
SHALL
FIND YOUR WAY
NOTHING ‘CAN THEN STAND
AGAINST
YOU--FOR GOD
IS CREATOR
AND
CAN
ANYTHING
UNCREATE
WlTHIN
THE CREATION!
SO BE IT!

BUT SOMETHING
ELSE
OCCURS VERY OFTEN IN
THE ABSTINENCE
OF THE
SEXUAL BEHAVIOR
AND
THE HOPE AND TRUST OF
A LOVE
RELATIONSHIP
AND RISING ABOVE THE
BANAL---ONES ARE HEALING, AND HEALING
TO
TOTAL WHOLENESS.
IF
7-iWiYRETURN TO THE BANAL
BEHAWOR,
THEY
AREAGRINATTACKED.
IT
IS BECAUSE u4N IS ACTING
OUT
“EXPECTED’
BEHAVIOR AND THERE IS
NEK?ZR THE TRUTH IN IT

will man do these things?
Most will not! That is the fact
of the probabilities of it. Some
shall and it shall be enough!
To achieve thy truth and
strength of God-ness--you must
come again into’ the remembering of a love that surpassed
all understanding and which IS
and evermore shall BE! When
you have remembered
and
wipe away the veil of forgetfulness, ye shall rise again as the
eagle and soar throughout the
heavens in freedom.
THAT,
BROTHERS, IS TlZE HOPE
ANDTRUTHOFIT.

THEN MAN LASHES OUT
IN TERROR AND ANGER
AND
ACTS-UP
AND
CAUSES
MORE
DESTRUCTION
IN
HIS
RATHER
FRUSTRATION
THAN
COMING
INTO
PEACE
WlT.HIN
AND
CHANGING
OF
HIS
‘ACTIONS’!

WHY DON’T YOU TELL
,uS ALL THE “STUFF”
_WRONG ON EARTH
DAY?
Your Earth brothers are doing quite well even though the
groups of most outstanding
notability are now infiltrated
by the conspirators.

THE
ACTIONS
WHEN
AGAlN
FLOW
IN
THE
STREAM
OF GOD-NESS
AND
BALANCE
COMES
AGAIN
WKTH THE GOD
WTKHIN INSTEAD OF THE
EFFORTAT HIDING FROM
THE
GOD-HEALER
WZTHIN---MAN SHALL RENEW
AND
REMEMBER
THE WAY
WHEN YOU
STOP
“USING”
EACH
OTHER FOR YOUR OWN

Further,
go to SIPAPU
ODYSSEY and reread the
story. Remember, it is a short
story for the purpose of motion picture “treatment” layout. There is a portion which
will be a major portion of the
movie--in holographic projection--of the plight of your
world, and we put it to print
over three years ago. We
must be allowed to cease the
rewriting and you ones do a

little re-reading. If a child’s
whole youth is spent in nothing but potty training, how
shall he ever learn to read
and write? No one is going to
do anything “for” you--you
now have available thousands
of books by daring authors
and researchers who tell truth
and are now offering it abundantly and totally unto us for
the using. We will project the
truth and you will then get the
books and confirm for self, we
have not time to digest it for
each-* of -~you-mr-- Journatsmust be short, shocking and
wake you up--then if you give
a flip for your perceived future, you will investigate further as we give you resources.
We will honor no man who
projects lies without conclusion of truth but we will
honor, above all, those who
have researched and discovered truth and brought it
God works in
unto you.
mysterious ways, ‘His wonders
to perform--there is much of
truth in the Holy Books for
that is another trick of Satan.
A lot of truth but sock it to
you with the lies of lust, etc.,
and trick you into helplessness. Well, you are not helpless unless you choose to be-that is strictly up to each of
you! .
Most of you need not even
risk thy hair-do to change of
things, as these ones..must lay
their neck across the bladegrooves of the guillotine--for
they break’of the way for you
and clear of the underbrush
that the path is open for your
feet. They give all and ask
naught of you--but their
legacy to a planet will be be-

.
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yond measure. Who will join
them? Who will walk beside
this publisher and writer and
bringers of this truth to
humanity? There are others,
hundreds of others, and
placement that truth in all ar-

of the Journals--no, get as
many out as possible. Safety
comes in publicity for murder
becomes obvious if the murder is of ones of public
knowledge.
Well, what of the horrendous
projections of Global warming, greenhouse effect, pollution, etc.?
WHAT OF GLOBAL
PROBLEMa

of God which surrounds this
I\chela.
What is this scribe like? Does
she wear a halo? Perhaps she
radiates rainbow lights and
has wings? No--she is a 58
year old grandmother who
must dwell in all ways as the
human in impact, experience
and loneliness for brother
sharing. These ones are given
no more than are any of you,
except that they. spend time
with us on the other end of
r the line. Dharma is given to
see much and remember
much but in the human
consciousness, it is mostly removed for she must not be
made to bear such a burden.
The others recognize of our
presence and honor us friend1 ship and the joy of sharing-1 we are but your elder brothi ers.
Dear ones, do not think you
protect these ones by hiding

On this day the inquiries rise
like a wall of fog. The Global
Conspirators tell you that
which they desire you to be:lieve. Extraterrestrials, who
live in a high concentration of
carbon dioxide and synthesize
nutrients as plants, were invited and came to your
ships
i planet,--the
were
brought down’and the beings
incinerated. You are having
an increase of carbon dioxide
from so many reasons I have
not room to outlay in this portion. However, you are not
having
increased
global
warming and records of your
own scientists over the past
decade
prove it. You ARE
1
1having intensified heating in
the summers in many, many
locations and more frigid winters. The extremes are compounded by atmospheric and
11 manual manipulation of at\ mosphere. You will see less
1 and less seasonal changes and
j more sliding from, say, winter
1,to summer and summer to
1winter, etc. The “typical” seasons as you would describe
i them, are all but absent.
With the extreme temperature changes, deforestation,
5

melting of your polar ice caps,
etc., there will be catastrophic
changes in conditions with increasing wind velocities, irregular rainfalls with extreme
droughts and flooding. It will
be for protection from the
elements, as much as for survival of wars, that your shelter
and reserve food storage shall
You are
oving into a time of incredie extremes which man is not
d sufficiently to withYou must have protections, as must your domestic
animals and food plants if you
are to survive the cycle of
Do you not see?
With care and preparations
you can produce in a different
and more abundant manner
and move through the cycle
most comfortably---but it requires “COMMUNITY” action--community of brotherhood and holding on to your
resources and carefully utilizing them. We can show you
the way--you must do of it!
There are already ones upon
I your place who know how,
they have simply not byen allowed growth for with growth
‘.and independence
comes
i freedom and the conspirators
1cannot allow of it. They must
ithrust upon you rules and
/regulations which break your
back before you can be successful in order to maintain
:!,’
control of you.
For instance, the most suitable and stable building substance in tl& world is compressed earth and yet the
planning commissions all over
California refuse to fully permit the use thereof for it is
both cheap as the dirt at the
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building site and durable into
infinity--totally biodegradable
as the earth itself and thus
and so. I believe you get the
picture? Utilized in domes it
both withstands the elements
in perfection, regulates the
temperature as in a cave and
can be radiantly heated for
temperature
control
and
cooking facilities
through
simple solar methods.
IT
HURTS
TOO
MANY
BUSINESS KINGS.
IT IS
TO IMPACI’FUL TO THE
MARKET
RICH
WHO
WOULD STRANGLE YOU
WITH DEBT, KEEP THE
HOMELESS
HOMELESS
TO MAINTAIN
THEIR
CONTROL AND GREED.
Do you not see that underground facilities suitable for
emergency shelters could also
be set up to house the homeless and that, in exchange for
tending of the facilities and
other public facilities?
Oh
blessed ones, I plead with you
to SEE! s
So be it, Dharma, for our intent is not to overload. I only
petition that ones will reach
up unto the hands we have extended unto you that we
might join with you through
this trial of a planet and civilization of man in trouble. If
you try to walk the path without God of truth and continue
in the way of the misdirectors
(even of your churches), you
shall not make of it in wholeness. We petition you to allow the words so that you can
then base of thine decisions
on the merits of the presentation, logic and pure reason.
Beware of those ones who

refuse to read or hear and petition you to do likewise--they
are unwitting tools for your
enslavement and destruction-without exception. Only truth
can set you free and you must
see and hear of it for there is
no other way. Further, it is all
by free-will acceptance or. denial for none shall force or coerce--it is simply “here it is,
take that which ye will”. Salu.
Let us close this portion in
love and grace, for ultimately
there is no other.
_,_ .
I take my leave and move to
stand-by. May your awakening be gentle and without
fear--for God is within and
fear is not of God. AHO!

want of a better word, and
threatened to pound me or
drown me or something. It
looked like this (illustration).
It didn’t seem like an intelligent being nor did it seem to
really see me. Comments-PLEASE! I felt that further
blind provocation might be
foolhardy and would focus
this evil intent on me.”
Precious, it was already focused on you. The fact that
you survived to write the letterforhelp. indicates you..&
ready know the answer.
However, let us consider this
an opportunity for important
lessons.

Be prepared for some ones
have advanced in thought
projection to the point of acGo in peace,
manifesting
forms.
tually
KNOW that if you have
Hatonn to clear.
cleared of your own space and
placed
protection
shields
4/24/1990 HATONN
about self--nothing of evil can
pass through. Evil will do exHatonn present in Radiance.
actly that which it is allowed
We must first respond to a
and this is an instance of illusplea for help which must concern all of you. What hap- ,: tration. Evil does not wish to
give up its grip on humanity
pens when, in the clearing,
and fear is its only true
you have darkness move in?
weapon--therefore
countering
Let us example from Jessie C.
with commanding love is the
QUOTE: “I tried an expericounter-weapon. Evil knows
ment which had an interesting
that it must leave an individoutcome. I tried to command
ual’s presence but it also
all dark energies & fragments
knows that one individual
to stop influencing people to
cannot control another’s acpollute and destroy our earth
tions. Cleaning up an enviand atmosphere in the name
ronment requires multitudes
of Jesus Christ. I said it twice
of “commanders”. But--they
when I got a ‘mental answer’.
Oh, my! I saw this ‘thing’--a know from whence the real
challenge comes and that is
dark energy conglomerate?
from ones who KNOW
that looked like a cloud or
lighted
truth. The only thing
tidal wave with a gaping maw
it could do was to manifest
and eyes, sensed rather than
and effort to frighten--which
seen. It was affronted, for
.
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it certainly did. Never allow ’the ‘boogie man will get you”.
e facts are that the child
these forms “to win”! Always
stand firm--it will not touch Iihas conjured up the energy
nor harm you while you are 1,and it has literally taken formprotected. Demand that it go -it is then opened up for allowance to move within.
and instantly respond to your
demand in the name of Di- Strong energies backed by the
intent of “takeover” by evil
vine God. It must go! Howfragments literally possess a
ever, it only is required to
person or child.
Moreso,
move off as far as you deones in the service of God
mand, and, you can only deshall have much heavier immand within your space. This
pact upon children within
is why mankind must awaken
as a whole--a majority will do- their personal circles. This is
-and stand firm and move to- :why the music videos such as
gether. It is why true exor- Michael Jackson’s 7?iriller, is
cism is real and further, why destruction to a child’s psyche. The monsters become
exorcism in the name of God
real and the child accepts
prevails.
them within and I warn you-you will have a child who acts
If one attempts exorcism
against one who bears a out, is troubled, is angry and
mean and all manners of
shield (and this has been
other out-showing. If the exthrust against Dharma and
ample of parents is one of
myself) the receiver of the endiscord, anger, quarreling,
ergy thrust must remain contained within the shield for if drinking and drug use--you
have effectively destroyed a
you constantly keep the shield
of God around you, He will new birthed soul unless it is
brought under control propThis does not
be present.
erly--AND NO PSYCHIAmean that the energy force
TRIST IS GOING TO BE
will not originally strike you-it does mean that you will ABLE TO TOUCH IT.
have instant and controlling
The hardest bombardment is
help.
Further, this energy
-projected from another in in- against the youth and children
for they are the difference in
tent--is indeed incredible.
your survival or doom as a
Dharma took some nine
species. So be it and blessings
hours to regain heart stability.
unto Jessie for sharing this
Do not play with these eneropportunity with all. Adonai
gies--respect them and demand their removal and furBUSINESS EXAMPLm
ther, demand annihilation so
BANKING CONTROL
that they do not reconstruct.
These energy forms are not
Change of subject but urgent
intelligent beings--but they
and critical. We have warned
work for intelligent beings
you about the possibility of
and never forget it.
“Bank Emergency Regulations”
and the calling them
This is why it is heinous, ininto play by a president in
deed, to threaten a child with
J

P
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“emergency”. Here is example of such excellence it is incredible in opportunity to express in parable unto you
ones. It deals with Brazil.
To set the scene, know that
Brazil is in unmanageable financial turmoil. The notes
are in default, money is not
available to pay the interest,
Japan is being threatened by
the U.S. to keep out of it--or
else, and the Banker Cartel 1.!! ,
wants to capture the assets, 1
resources and insure default. I,
Here is an example of what
has been put into play in
Brazil:
Wall Street Journal; 4/23/90
shows a notice dealing with
the increased need for psychiatric help for the Brazilian
wealthy. No mention of world
example--just
impact
or
booming business for psy“President Ferchiatrists:
nando Collor de Mello’s drastic economic nlan has Brazilian psychiatrists
laboring
overtime to give solace to the
nation’s wealthy.
,
“‘I’vebeen working 14 hours a
day since the plan was announced. The rich feel a mixture of panic, astonishment,
anger and depression, and
they want to talk about it,’
said Falvio Gikovate, director
of the Institute of Psychotherapy. Other psychiatrists in
Sao Paulo and Rio, the largest
cities, report sharp increases
in the number of patients,
most of them affluent.
“Mr. Collar’s plan, in effect
since March 16, set an 18month freeze on savings ac-
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counts of more than $1,200;
limited
withdrawals
iimoney market tincls to $gTt
or 20%
of an account,
whichever is treater: and froze
about $115 billion--80% of all
bank deposits ********It
GUESS WHEREFROM
HE
GOT
THE
INSTUUCTIONS?????
I trust I need

say no more than to urge you
to go back and reread SpIRAL and PRIVACY.
SALU
*****

Crucifixion of The Phoenix
Skeletons In The Closet

miracle?”

The price is $10 per JOURNAL, 10% discount on orders
of 4 or more.
California
residents
add
6.25% sales tax. Add shipping, $3.25 for first title and
$1.00 each additional.
Write for Quantity Discount.
Av,ailable from America West
or your Local Distributor.
Express is $20 per 13 issues

There is an action that many
of you can take to assist in
getting the word out. America West will mail a brochure
describing the Journals and a
sample issue of the Express to
qualified mailing lists (on labels, please). For instance, a
reader has volunteered to locate and purchase the list of
attendees of one + of the
“Whole Life Expo’s”. Another is getting a list of the
Veterans of Foreign Wars in
one state
*****
The Phoenix Journals:
Sipapu Odyssey
And They Called His Name
Immanuel
Space Gate
Spiral To Economic Disaster
From Here To Armageddon
Survival Is Only Ten Feet
From Hell
The Rainbow Masters
AIDS, The Last Great Plague
Satan’s Drummers
Privacy In a Fishbowl
Cry of The Phoenix

(including back issues for the
period).
The latest (13th) Phoenix
Journal is at the printer and
will be ready for shipment
within a few days.
SKELETONS IN THE
CLOSET
bY
Gyeorgos Ceres Hatonn
“I scatter things from extra
low frequency beams to counterfeit money via German
Nazis in the Antarctic funnelled through Japan and
flooding your markets because I desire to shock you
into attention--and then we
can take the events in sequence that you can recognize
the truth of the Journals.”
‘The twilight of the United
States is guaranteed that it is
humanly impossible for the
U.S. either to turn aside or to
win a war with the Soviets, for
instance--and that is only for
starters. Only a miracle could
do that--do you, deserve a
*, .
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“You simply cannot believe
the incredible weapons available for your annihilation---.”
“--YOU ARE NOT FREE,
YOU HAVE A POLICE
STATE AND ARE COMPLETELY

CONTROLLED!”

“The Kremlin has committed
itself to a step-by-step clearing of the decks for war and
so have your government participants who work with them
under the covers. They have
left you without even he ability to have a shelter system in
which to survive--YOU OF
THE U.S. HAVE BECOME
EXPENDABLES.
GET
“THEY” CANNOT
RID OF THE AMERICANS
AS THEY ARE GETTING
RID OF MANY AFRICAN
AND
THIRD
WORLD
COUNTRIES,
THROUGH
FAMINE AND DISEASE,
AND
WEATHER
AND
CONTROL.
DISASTER
OH OH!
HATONN HAS
NOW-DONE
IT
WEATHER AND DISASTER CONTROL?”
*****
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The 13th and final issue of the
Express for the first quarter
has been mailed. If you have
not renewed your subscription
you may do so by sending
your check or money order
for $20.00 for the next 13
issues.
,
Send orders and Payments to:
America West Distributors,
P.O. Box 6451 Tehachapi,
CA. 93582.
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